
Digital Signage
Next Generation Drive-Thru Solution

ACRELEC Outdoor Digital Menu Boards offer a unique and personalised experience for every 
customer by providing content specific to their ordering journey – driving higher sales and 
increasing brand loyalty. Link with your POS to provide customer order display on the digital 
menu board. Paired with our Smart Speaker Post, you can deliver the speed, accuracy, and 
clarity that your customers deserve.

D49/D55 Smart Speaker Post



Create meaningful interactions and accelerate your drive-thru with our digital signage solutions.

Key benefits

Robust, reliable 
hardware

Quality hardware manufactured in our company-owned factories to ensure 
that your drive-thru is built to perform for years to come. Designed to 
withstand the harshest weather conditions, and secured from theft.

Simple and cost 
effective

Lightweight for simple logistics and low installation costs

Screen clarity Vibrant HD screens provide unmatched clarity day or night

Specifications: Screen Enclosure

Quality High quality anti-rust treated steel, stainless steel and aluminium.  
IP55/PD3 rated weatherproof enclosures.

Specifications: D49 / D55 Screen

Quality IP-56 rated HD screens
Screen size Available in 49" and 55" formats. Single, dual or triple screen.
Security Door with locking system. Screens secured from theft.
Brightness Samsung Screen: 3000 nits, LG Screen: 4000 nits.
Warranty 3 or 5-year warranty options

Specifications: Smart Speaker Post

Quality Aluminium for high rust resistance. IP55/PD3 rated. 
Security Door with locking system
Warranty 5-year warranty.

* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure correct 
equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by ACRELEC. They may vary 
depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.
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Bright and sleek, the D Line is our most advanced outdoor screen, working in harmony with our Smart Speaker Posts, all designed to withstand the harshest weather conditions. Together they deliver 
the highest visual clarity in order to streamline wait times and optimise your customer experience at the drive-thru.

ACRELEC Creative Studio

Conveniently manage your digital 
menu boards on one or thousands 
of outdoor and indoor screens.

QTimer 2.0

A drive-thru management 
system to reduce bottlenecks 
and improve service.

OrderMatic

Drive-thru audio system for crystal 
clear sound with digital encoding 
and AI compatibility.  


